
19 JANUARY CUSTOMS EDITION 

Tariff Industry Assistance (Advertisement) Notice No . 1988/1-continued 

Tariff 
Item Description of Goods 

8536. 90 . 00 CURRENT APPROVAL 
(85 . 19 . 009) 

8536.90.00 

8536.90.00 
(85.19.009) 

8536 . 90.00 
(85 . 19.052) 

8536.90.00 

Sensors , electronic capaci t ive fibre optic inductive, 
optical, level probes, temperature and retro reflective 
heads 
REQUESTED APPROVAL 
Sensors, electronic capacitive , fibre optic, inductive . 
optical , level probes , temperature and retro reflective 
heads, excluding passive infra red sensors 
Sensor proximity switches IFM and ASEA for contact free 
electronic control 

CURRENT APPROVAL 
Sockets , and plugs therefor, wire and cable 
connectors and the like 
EXCLUDING: 
!. Part II Duty Free concession already approved under 
Tariff Item 
2. Aluminium compression fittings , peculiar for use in 
jointing and terminating aluminium wire and cable 
EXCLUDING: 
Fittings , when declared by a manufacturer for use on ; 
(a) Three core sector cabl e 
(b) Four core sector cable exceeding !85mm+ cross
sectional area 
3. Battery isolaters, peculiar for use on all types 
of storage batteries including automotive and marine 
batteries 
4. Co -axial plugs, car-radio type 
5. Industrial and protected type plugs , sockets , 
cable couplers 
6. Appliance inlets and switch sockets , rated 110 to 415 
vol ts and up to 63 amps ; · 
EXCLUDING: 
Aluminium clad industrial plugs. sockets , cable couplers 
appliances inlets and switch sockets , with maximum voltage 
rating of 500 V AC / DC, from 16-63 amps continuous rated 
current, flat formation (i.e. round pins in a straight 
line) pin / socket configuration 
7. Plugs, sockets , tap-ans, cord extension sockets , 
250 vol ts , 15 amp maximum rating 
8. Sockets and plugs therefor, wire and cable connectors 
and the like: excluding those of a kind cormnonly used with: 
(A) tractors for articulated vehicles , being tractors that 
are designed for operation solely or principally on the 
highway ; or 
(B) vehicles of 87.02 other than air-cushioned vehicles 
or assembled convertible road / rail motor coaches 
9. Split bolt, bolt on type overhead line tap connectors 
suitable for tap connections on copper lines , having 
overall diameters from 2.74rmn to 14 . 76rmn (O . J08in. to 
0.58in.) and split bolt, bolt on type overhead line tap 
connectors suitable for tap connections on aluminium lines 
having overall diameters from 6.35rmn to 14.61rmn (0 . 250in . 
to 0.575in.) 
10. Trailer plugs and sockets, viz; 
4 pole, 5 pole and 7 pole 
II. Wire and cable ring tongue connecting lugs , crimp 
type, uninsulated, for conductors up to 185mm+ in cross
sectional area, excluding: 
compression type jointing sleeves, peculiar for use in 
jointing solid copper, stranded copper and copper coated 
conductors, used in teleco1IDDunication and power line 
wires and in standard metric lugs 
12 . Wire connectors in strips 
13. Telephone jack points and blocks , including jack 
point boxes 
REQUESTED APPROVAL 
Sockets, and plugs therefor, wire and cable 
connectors and the like 
EXCLUDING : 
!. Part II Duty Free concession already approved under 
Tariff Item 
2. Aluminium compression fittings, peculiar for use in 
jointing and terminating aluminium wire and cable 
EXCLUDING: 
Fittings, when declared by a manufacturer for use on ; 
(a) Three core sector cable 
(b) Four core sector cable exceeding 185rmn+ cross
sectional area 
3. Battery isolaters , peculiar for use on all types 
of storage batteries including automotive and marine 
batteries 
4. Co-axial plugs, car-radio type 

Name and Address 
of Applicant 
Ellers! ie 
AUCKLAND 

Micron Systems Ltd 
C/ -PO Box 43036 
AUCKLAND 

Micron Systems Ltd 
C/ -PO Box 43036 
AUCKLAND 

Collector of Customs 
PO Box 2098 
CHRISTCHURCH 

71 

Part Appn. •category 
II Ref. of 

Ref. No. Appn . 

99 640410D VA 

99 AK 701861E VA 

99 AK 701862C WA 

99 720247E VA 

99 CH 740318G VA 


